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Abstract

On the bow shock in front of Earth flows current due to the curl of interplanetary magnetic field across the shock. It is uncertain

whether the bow shock current closes on the magnetopause, into the ionosphere along magnetic field lines, or both. We present

simultaneous observations from MMS, AMPERE, and DMSP during a period of strong $B y$, weakly negative $B z$, and small

$B x$. This IMF orientation should lead to current flowing mostly south-north on the shock. AMPERE shows current poleward

of the Region 1 currents flowing into the northern polar cap and out of the south, consistent with bow shock current closing

along open field lines; a DMSP flyover confirms that this current is poleward of the convection reversal boundary. Additionally,

we investigate bow shock current closure for these conditions using an MHD simulation. We conclude that the evidence points

to partial closure of bow shock current through the ionosphere.
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Key Points:7

• Simultaneous, multipoint observations of bow shock current and Birkeland cur-8

rents are consistent with some closure of the bow shock current through the iono-9

sphere.10

• A global MHD simulation of the event is consistent with and supports the con-11

clusions drawn from analysis of the observations.12

• We conclude that Birkeland currents flowing on open field lines provide at least13

partial closure of the bow shock current.14
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Abstract15

On the bow shock in front of Earth flows current due to the curl of interplanetary mag-16

netic field across the shock. It is uncertain whether the bow shock current closes on the17

magnetopause, into the ionosphere along magnetic field lines, or both. We present simul-18

taneous observations from MMS, AMPERE, and DMSP during a period of strong By,19

weakly negative Bz, and small Bx. This IMF orientation should lead to current flowing20

mostly south-north on the shock. AMPERE shows current poleward of the Region 1 cur-21

rents flowing into the northern polar cap and out of the south, consistent with bow shock22

current closing along open field lines; a DMSP flyover confirms that this current is pole-23

ward of the convection reversal boundary. Additionally, we investigate bow shock cur-24

rent closure for these conditions using an MHD simulation. We conclude that the ev-25

idence points to partial closure of bow shock current through the ionosphere.26

Plain Language Summary27

Between Earth and the sun is a region where the solar wind encounters Earth’s mag-28

netic field and slows down suddenly, creating a bow shock in space. Across the shock,29

the magnetic field carried by the solar wind is compressed; this compression means that30

an electric current flows on the surface of the shock. Although this bow shock current31

has been observed, there are many uncertainties associated with its closure. This paper32

discusses simultaneous observations from multiple locations in the magnetosphere of cur-33

rent from the bow shock closing into the polar cap along open magnetic field lines that34

connect from Earth’s magnetic field to the solar wind. The MMS satellite constellation35

was at the bow shock and observed the direction and magnitude of the bow shock cur-36

rent, while the ACE and THEMIS C spacecraft took measurements of the solar wind up-37

stream of the bow shock. AMPERE calculations, based on data taken in the ionosphere,38

show current that is the right orientation to be bow shock current flowing into and out39

of the poles. One of the DMSP satellites observed the same current seen in AMPERE40

and provides a better description of the current itself and of its location. A simulation41

of the event based on the available solar wind data confirms the various observations.42

1 Introduction43

When the supersonic and super-Alfvénic solar wind encounters the earth’s mag-44

netic field, it abruptly slows and becomes subsonic, creating the bow shock. Both the45

solar wind plasma and the interplanetary magnetic field are compressed across the shock.46

This compression of the magnetic field is associated with a curl of ~B and therefore, by47

Ampere’s law, a current flows on the shock.48

Because of the difference in density between the solar wind plasma and the plasma49

in the magnetosheath, a pressure gradient force points away from the bow shock back50

into the solar wind. This force does work on the incoming solar wind, converting flow51

energy into thermal energy. The current due to the compression of the IMF also plays52

a part in extracting energy from the solar wind flow: it creates a ~J× ~B force that con-53

verts the mechanical energy of the plasma into magnetic energy. The bow shock is al-54

ways a dynamo or generator, meaning that ~J · ~E < 0: although the direction of the55

bow shock current clearly depends on the orientation of the incoming IMF, the current56

is always oriented in such a way relative to the IMF that the ~J× ~B force extracts en-57

ergy from the solar wind (Lopez et al., 2011).58

The bow shock can at times be the primary location in the system where force is59

exerted against the solar wind. As discussed by Lopez et al. (2010), when the magne-60

tosonic Mach number is high, the pressure gradient force dominates and solar wind en-61

ergy at the shock is primarily converted to thermal energy; on the other hand, when the62

Mach number is low, the ~J× ~B force dominates, so the energy extracted from the flow63
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is primarily magnetic. In this low Mach number regime, the ~J× ~B force exerted on the64

shocked solar wind in the magnetosheath by the interior portion of the Chapman-Ferraro65

current is balanced by an oppositely directed force from the exterior current. Since un-66

der such conditions the magnetopause exerts no net force, via either a pressure gradi-67

ent or the Chapman-Ferraro current, the force on the solar wind must be mainly pro-68

vided by the ~J× ~B force associated with the bow shock current (Lopez & Gonzalez, 2017).69

The location of the primary force on the solar wind has consequences for energy70

transfer throughout the geospace system. Magnetopause reconnection and other load pro-71

cesses require energy to proceed. Lopez et al. (2011) found that for conditions of low Mach72

number and strongly negative Bz the dynamo that can exist at high latitudes near the73

cusps disappears; from the discussion in Lopez and Gonzalez (2017), the Chapman-Ferraro74

current does no work on the magnetosheath plasma at such times. Yet reconnection oc-75

curs at the magnetopause for strong southward IMF. During low Mach number condi-76

tions, then, the bow shock is the main dynamo in the system and must be the energy77

source for magnetospheric processes (Siebert & Siscoe, 2002; Lopez & Gonzalez, 2017).78

This conclusion is supported by the work of Tang et al. (2012), who found that for strong79

IMF Bz the high latitude magnetopause current decreased while the bow shock current80

increased.81

Poynting flux associated with the bow shock current carries energy away from the82

shock, so the closure of this current relates to the system of loads and generators in the83

magnetosphere(Lopez, 2018). Magnetopause reconnection is an obvious place for the bow84

shock current to close, but various studies have used global MHD simulations to inves-85

tigate the question and found that the Chapman-Ferraro current is most likely not the86

only current in the system which can close bow shock current. Lopez et al. (2011) pre-87

sented evidence that current in the magnetosheath with Region 1 polarity was connected88

to the bow shock, supporting the argument made by Siscoe et al. (2002) that the Re-89

gion 1 Birkeland currents are partially closed by the bow shock current. A study by Guo90

et al. (2008) showed that under strong southward IMF a significant fraction of the Re-91

gion 1 field-aligned currents could originate from the bow shock. Tang et al. (2009) found92

that the bow shock current could also contribute to the cross-tail current and power night-93

side reconnection. In addition to these modeling studies, analysis of MMS (Magnetosphere94

Multiscale) bow shock crossings by Hamrin et al. (2018) presented observational evidence95

consistent with closure of the bow shock current across the magnetosheath.96

This paper presents a set of observations from various sources consistent with clo-97

sure of the bow shock current into the ionosphere on open field lines during a single, well-98

observed event. MMS crossings of the bow shock provide direct measurement of the shock99

current itself during a time of strong negative By and weakly negative Bz. During this100

period, AMPERE data show unipolar FACS of the right polarity to close the observed101

bow shock current, while supporting observations from a DMSP flyover in the south pole102

confirm the existence of Birkeland current poleward of the open-closed boundary. Re-103

sults from a simulation of the event using the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry (LFM) global MHD104

model (Lyon et al., 2004) tell the same story. Taken together, these data and model re-105

sults give evidence that the bow shock current could be closing through the magnetosheath106

and also in part through the polar ionosphere.107

2 Observations108

2.1 Data109

The following is a brief description of the datasets used in this study. Solar wind110

data was compiled from Wind and from THEMIS C (Angelopoulos, 2008). Wind is an111

upstream solar wind monitor and has orbited at the L1 point since 2004; magnetic field112

data comes from the Magnetic Field Instrument (MFI) and plasma data from the So-113
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Figure 1. Combined ACE and THEMIS C data, propagated forward 62 minutes to the nom-

inal bow shock. The period of interest is from about 11:45 UT to shortly before 13:00. (Data

provided at https://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/)

lar Wind Experiment (SWE) instrument. THEMIS C is one of the two spacecraft in the114

ARTEMIS mission and orbits the moon; magnetic field data is taken by the Fluxgate115

Magnetometer (FGM), while plasma data comes from the Electrostatic Analyzer (ESA)116

instrument. The MMS (Magnetosphere Multiscale) mission is a constellation of four space-117

craft on an elliptical orbit around Earth designed to study magnetic reconnection (Burch118

et al., 2016). Field-aligned currents are from AMPERE (Active Magnetosphere and Plan-119

etary Electrodynamics Response Experiment), a data product from Johns Hopkins Uni-120

versity Applied Physics Laboratory that derives ionospheric currents using the magnetic121

perturbation data from the Iridium communications satellite constellations (Anderson122

et al., 2014). DMSP (Defense Meteorological Satellite Program) satellites fly on sepa-123

rate polar orbits and provide the Department of Defense with environmental informa-124

tion (Redmann, 1985). Detailed information about the spacecraft and instruments may125

be found at the websites for the missions listed in the Acknowledgements where the data126

sources are specified.127
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Figure 2. MMS observations of the bow shock. The spacecraft encountered the shock be-

tween 12:54:10 and 12:54:20 UT.

2.2 Solar Wind Conditions During the Event128

The coordinates used in this paper for all the spacecraft with the exception of DMSP-129

F18 are Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates, where the X-axis points from Earth130

to the sun, the Y-axis is in the ecliptic plane, and the Z-axis is perpendicular to both,131

pointing northward. Between 11:45 and 13:15 UT on November 13, 2015, IMF Bx was132

close to zero, while Bz was weakly negative. By was between -5 nT and -8 nT but was133

overall pretty steady during this period. Solar wind velocities were steady, as were the134

temperature and pressure. The fact that By dominated the IMF during the event means135

that the bow shock current should have been flowing mostly south to north, as deter-136

mined by the curl of ~B across the shock.137

Wind was supplying the OMNI data in the period of interest, but there were a cou-138

ple of significant gaps at important times. For this reason, we considered the event with139

reference to ACE observations, which were more complete except for a total lack of pro-140

ton density measurements. The two satellites were around 80 RE apart in X, less than141

40 RE apart in Y, and roughly 8 RE apart in Z. THEMIS C was close to the Earth-sun142

line during this period. Based on a comparison between ACE and THEMIS magnetic143
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Figure 3. AMPERE derived Birkeland currents for the northern hemisphere. Red currents

are upward, blue currents are downward. We see high latitude unipolar current (indicated) in

the afternoon sector in the north with the right polarity to be bow shock current closing into the

ionosphere. The northern hemisphere plot has the MIX ionospheric potential contours plotted.

(Plot from http://ampere.jhuapl.edu/)

field data, THEMIS C seemed to be seeing the same solar wind that ACE saw but ap-144

proximately 48 minutes later. We were therefore able to replace the missing ACE den-145

sities (between 0950 UT and 1300 UT) with those observed by THEMIS C (time-shifted146

by 48 minutes), after which we propagated the combined dataset forward 62 minutes,147

to line up with available OMNI data. The resulting combined solar wind data time se-148

ries is shown in Figure 1 and this solar wind time series, which was used to drive the LFM149

simulation, can be replicated using the information provided here and the archived ACE150

and THEMIS C data.151

2.3 MMS Observations of the Bow Shock152

Figure 2 shows MMS data from 12:53:00 to 12:55:30 UT, near the end of the pe-153

riod described above. Shortly before 12:51 UT (not shown), the MMS constellation crossed154

the bow shock into the magnetosheath, where it remained for roughly three and a half155

minutes before crossing back into the solar wind right after 12:54 UT, as shown. This156

encounter with the shock occurred at (X,Y,Z) = (9.7, 5.2, -0.9) RE , relatively close to157

the nose. The compression of the magnetic field (panels b, c, d), the decrease in the ion158

density (panel f), and the increase in the ion velocity (panel g) across the shock are con-159

sistent with the data from ACE at the observed magnetosonic Mach number (panel h).160

This agreement means that the solar wind data we infer from ACE and THEMIS C are161

indeed the real conditions directly upstream of the bow shock, a fact that becomes cru-162

cial when we simulate the event with an MHD model using these data as input. Panel163

e of Figure 2 shows the current density components integrated along the spacecraft path;164

the dominant component is Jz with some contribution from Jy. Thus, MMS observed165

a tilted south to north current as the spacecraft crossed the bow shock.166
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Figure 4. AMPERE derived Birkeland currents for the southern hemisphere. Red currents

are upward, blue currents are downward. We see high latitude unipolar current (indicated) in

the morning sector in the south with the right polarity to be bow shock current closing into the

ionosphere. (Plot from http://ampere.jhuapl.edu/)

2.4 AMPERE and DMSP Observations of Field-Aligned Currents167

The AMPERE-derived Birkeland (field-aligned) currents are shown in Figure 3 and168

4; red indicates current coming out of the ionosphere (upward) and blue current is flow-169

ing into the ionosphere (downward). The projection is known as ”glass-Earth”, so that170

the view in both cases is from the perspective of an observer above the north pole. The171

southern polar cap view is as if the observer were looking through a transparent Earth.172

In each view noon is at the top of the figure, dawn to the right, and dusk to the left. We173

can see the Region 1 current flowing into the ionosphere (blue) in the dawn sector and174

out (red) in the dusk sector, while at lower latitudes are the Region 2 currents, of op-175

posite polarity to Region 1. At the time of MMS’s encounter with the bow shock, AM-176

PERE data show a unipolar current region poleward of the Region 1 Birkeland current177

patterns in both northern and southern hemispheres. This current flows into the north-178

ern polar cap and out of the south at high latitudes. Figure 3 shows the AMPERE ob-179

servations for the north pole at 12:54, when MMS crossed the bow shock back into the180

solar wind, and the southern observations are shown in Figure 4. We can see in the north-181

ern afternoon sector a substantial downward current separate from the Region 1 current182

and in the southern morning sector an upward current at correspondingly high latitudes.183

These FACs are of the right polarity – downward (blue) in the north and upward (red)184

in the south – to close the south-north bow shock current observed by MMS, if those cur-185

rents are on open field lines. The critical point, then, is to find the position of these Birke-186

land currents relative to the open-closed field line boundary.187

For this event, we can determine the location of the open-closed boundary at least188

in one hemisphere by means of ion driftmeter data from DMSP. During the period in189

which MMS crossed the bow shock, F18 was making an overpass of the southern polar190

cap and flew right through the high latitude upward current seen by AMPERE and dis-191

cussed above, as shown in Figure 4. The top panel of Figure 5 shows the difference be-192
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Figure 5. F18 observations: difference of Bperp and horizontal ion drift velocities. After the

ion velocities turn negative shortly after 12:54 UT, marking the convection reversal boundary,

we see some magnetic field perturbations, indicative of current flowing on open field lines. (Data

provided at http://cedar.openmadrigal.org/list/)

tween the observed magnetic field and the IGRF model perpendicular to the flight track193

of F18, which gives an estimate of the magnetic perturbation resulting from Birkeland194

currents. The bottom panel is a plot of the horizontal ion drift velocities, from which195

we can determine the convection reversal boundary by noting where the plasma veloc-196

ities turn negative. Negative velocities correspond to open field lines being dragged to-197

ward the nightside and the plasma flowing with them, whereas positive velocities are as-198

sociated with closed field lines and plasma moving toward the dayside. By this reason-199

ing, we can say that F18 encountered the open-closed boundary a few seconds after 12:53.200

From the magnetic field perturbations observed after the satellite passes through the bound-201

ary, we infer that part of the upward current through which F18 flew was flowing on open202

field lines. The particle precipitation data in Figure 6 shows a clear auroral oval with203

an open polar cap, consistent with southward IMF. Just after 12:52 we see an intense204

downward flux of low energy electrons that corresponds to an upward Birkeland current.205

We also see some precipitating ions, but after F18 crosses the open-closed boundary at206

12:53 the ions disappear. Only a distinct electron population remains; its spectrum, shown207

in Figure 7, is a low-energy accelerated Maxwellian. This is the signature of electrons208

carrying an upward current with a field-aligned potential accelerating the electrons down-209

ward to the velocity required to carry the current, which in this case was on open field210

lines. In short, the DMSP observations confirm that in the southern hemisphere there211
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Figure 6. F18 particle precipitation data over the southern polar cap. The red line indicates

when the spacecraft crossed the convection reversal boundary at 12:53 UT. (Plot from http://sd-

www.jhuapl.edu/Aurora/spectrogram/)

Figure 7. Spectrum of the particle precipitation seen at 12:53:37 in Figure 6. The accelerated

Maxwellian seen in the electron spectrum indicates electrons being pushed upward in a current.

(Plot from http://sd-www.jhuapl.edu/Aurora/spectrogram/)

was current at the location seen by AMPERE and of the same orientation, poleward of212

the convection reversal boundary and therefore on open field lines.213

3 Results from the MHD Simulation214

The MHD model used in this study was the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry (LFM) global215

MHD model (Lyon et al., 2004), and the version of LFM used in this study was LFM-216

MIX (Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupler Solver) (Merkin & Lyon, 2010). LFM solves217

the ideal MHD equations on a logically orthogonal, distorted spherical meshed grid. There218

is a higher density of grid points in areas of special interest, such as where the magne-219

topause and bow shock are typically located. The grid point separation in these areas220

is about 0.25 RE . In the areas of the distant magnetotail and upstream of the bow shock,221

where the solar wind enters the grid space, the grid separation is about 1.25 RE . The222

grid space extends from −30RE < X < 350RE (in GSE) and is cylindrically wrapped223

to Y,Z < 130RE . At the inner boundary, the field-aligned currents are calculated at224

that altitude from the curl of B and mapped to ionospheric altitudes where the height-225

integrated electrostatic equation is solved for the ionospheric potential. The ionospheric226

electric field is then mapped back to the MHD grid to provide a boundary condition for227

Faraday’s Law and for the perpendicular velocity. As mentioned above, we are confident,228

because of the MMS observations right outside the bow shock, that the solar wind con-229

ditions seen by ACE/THEMIS C, propagated forward to a nominal shock position, ac-230

curately represent the real conditions at the bow shock during the event and thus are231
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the correct input to the simulation for the event. We used the propagated ACE/THEMIS232

C dataset described in Section 2.2 to drive LFM-MIX at quad resolution.233

The model correctly predicts the location of the bow shock at the time of the cross-234

ing by MMS. Figure 8 shows the modeled conditions at the MMS crossing position for235

the twenty minutes around the time of the event. Although the simulation output is of236

a much lower resolution than the actual data, we can see that the simulated bow shock237

does indeed pass over the satellite shortly before 13:00 UT; both magnetic field and plasma238

parameters change rapidly from magnetosheath values to values corresponding to the239

solar wind input conditions at the time. The modeled crossing is actually a few minutes240

after the real crossing. Additionally, before the 12:54 UT crossing MMS encountered the241

bow shock a handful of times in quick succession. These minor discrepancies can be due242

to uncertainties in solar wind timing and the spatial resolution of LFM versus the ac-243

tual thickness of the bow shock. Broadly speaking, however, the bow shock was in the244

right position at the right time in the simulation output.245

The simulated field-aligned currents from MIX are shown in Figure 9. In the north-246

ern hemisphere plot, red currents are downward and blue currents are upward (oppo-247

site to the AMPERE plots), while in the southern hemisphere red currents are upward248

and blue currents are downward (matching AMPERE). Unlike the AMPERE images,249

in which dawn is on the right in both hemispheres, the southern MIX plot is not mir-250

rored, so dawn is on the left in the south. The simulated FACs are generally similar to251

observations; in particular, the model reproduces the high latitude knots of current seen252

by AMPERE that seem to be flowing along open field lines. The modeled currents are253

similar in magnitude, though a bit larger than the AMPERE-derived currents, but it is254

known that MIX tends to overestimate the cross polar cap potential, which would ex-255

plain this discrepancy (Wiltberger et al., 2012).256

To determine whether or not the modeled high latitude current in the southern hemi-257

sphere is poleward of the open-closed boundary, as was the current for which we have258

DMSP observations, we traced a magnetic field line from the current knot of interest.259

To do the tracing, we mapped the field line from the MIX ionosphere to the inner bound-260

ary of LFM and then used this location as the seed point for a stream tracer. The stream261

tracer generates field lines by tracing curves that are instantaneously tangential to a vec-262

tor field, which in this case was the magnetic field ~B. One such field line (half colored263

white) is visible in Figure 11 and is undoubtedly open. The high latitude southern hemi-264

sphere red current is flowing at least partially on open field lines, both in observations265

and in the model. Moreover, the AMPERE plot for the northern hemisphere includes266

the potential contours from the MIX model (not available for the southern hemisphere)267

and it can be seen that the northern counterpart of the southern hemisphere current dis-268

cussed above was in a region of antisunward plasma flow, poleward of the convection re-269

versal boundary. Therefore, the global simulation of the event and the observations are270

in agreement that the high latitude Birkeland current with polarity consistent with bow271

shock current closure was flowing on open field lines.272

4 Discussion and Conclusions273

In this paper, we have presented a set of coordinated observations of the bow shock274

and low altitude Birkeland currents on November 13, 2015, during a period when the IMF275

was dominated by the By component. The MMS data show the primarily south-to-north276

current at the bow shock, while DMSP and Ampere show upward Birkeland current in277

the southern hemisphere at high latitudes in the MMS local time sector. Moreover, the278

DMSP data show that some of the Birkeland current was flowing in the polar cap on open279

field lines, and as such would connect to currents in the magnetosheath. These obser-280

vations are consistent with the hypothesis that, in this case, some of the bow shock cur-281

rent was closing across the magnetosheath into the ionosphere.282
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Figure 8. LFM output at the MMS crossing location for the 20 minutes around the crossing

time on 2015/11/13. The bow shock crossed the probe position, which was that of MMS at the

time of the 12:54 UT crossing, between 12:58 and 13:02 UT. Current density components are in

arbitrary units.
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Figure 9. Northern hemisphere modeled FACs. Red current is flowing into the ionosphere,

blue is flowing out.

Figure 10. Southern hemisphere modeled FACs, where the circled current indicates the point

of the field line tracing. Here, blue current is flowing into the ionosphere (opposite convention to

the northern plot).
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Figure 11. Field line tracing from the Birkeland current circled in Figure 9b. The white

colored streamlines indicate open magnetic field lines.

The event has been simulated with the LFM global magnetosphere model. The sim-283

ulation puts the bow shock in the right place at essentially the right time. The Birke-284

land current pattern in the simulation is generally similar to the pattern derived by AM-285

PERE, particularly with respect to the high latitude Birkeland current that is of the cor-286

rect polarity to close part of the bow shock current. Moreover, field line tracing indicates287

that some of this Birkeland current is on open field lines that go into the magnetosheath.288

Given observations of the predicted bow shock current, a Birkeland current of the cor-289

rect polarity to close the bow shock current that is at least partially on open field lines,290

and support from a global MHD simulation showing the same results, we believe that291

the evidence is strongly in favor of the closure through the polar cap ionosphere of at292

least part of the bow shock current.293

Many questions remain about bow shock current closure. If the bow shock current294

is closing in part through the ionosphere with the Birkeland currents, where does it cross295

the magnetosheath? Does it flow back towards the nightside first, or does it begin to flow296

along open field lines on or close to the dayside? We should also investigate the relation-297

ship of the bow shock current with the Chapman-Ferraro current and what role the mag-298

netopause plays or does not play in bow shock current closure. It is probable that the299

nature of this closure depends largely on prevailing conditions. The IMF clock angle dic-300

tates the direction of the bow shock current and thus clearly regulates its closure. The301

magnetosonic Mach number may be particularly important, since it affects the location302

of the primary force exerted on the solar wind and the main dynamo in the system. In303

addition, ionospheric conductance must influence the ability of the bow shock current304

to close into the polar cap. Further study is needed to examine the interconnected sys-305

tem of currents, conductance, and solar wind conditions.306
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